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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

4.1 Conclusions 

Based on the analysis above, the writer knows that Janie has strong motive 

to become a singer. She gets internal and external stimulus that make her strong. 

Internal stimulus is inherited from her late father. She got talent to sing from her 

biological father. External stimulus has correlation with her relationship and 

Harmon in a foster home Patsy and Pete. First time Janie listened to music by 

Harmon cassette and went to church. The internal and external stimulus make 

Janie desire to be a singer. 

To achieve the desire to be a singer she has passed through obstacles. The 

obstacle comes from internal and external. Internal obstacle has correlation with 

Sigmund Freud about Id, Ego and Superego theory, the writer can sees internal 

obstacle in her attitude, her behavior and her personality. Negative attitude, 

behavior and personality of Janie that make some people don’t like Janie. Besides, 

environment and relationship that make Janie knows criminal world and bad 

relationship make her pregnant. External obstacle can make influences of Janie 

desire to be a singer. Janie obstacles that make the desire to be a singer delayed. 

Although, the desire to be a singer is delayed, Janie has high spirit in her 

life. Her condition makes Janie changes environment and relationship. She lives 

with Joy as social worker when she pregnant. Janie has studied to Joy how take 
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care of baby. Then she lives with  Rosalie Brown family, Janie begin school again 

and begin arrange her life. The desire to be a singer appears again after that she 

can overcome the obstacle. She meets with music producer and composer and her 

desire to be a singer can realization. Paul helped Janie to study about music more 

detail. Good environment and relationship that make Janie more adult and 

successful Janie to realize the desire to be a singer. As a conclusion from this 

novel, the writer takes lesson spirit, effort, and hard work that make someone 

successful. 

 

4.2 Sugesstions 

Based on the conclusions above, the writer suggests that Born Blue novel 

by Han Nolan need to research to be continued. Born Blue novel contains many 

aspects one of them is gender of color skins, in this research the writer limited on 

psychology aspect. Because it gander of color skins in Born Blue novel interesting 

to research. 

 

 


